Snake Bean

Product Description Language

Packaging:
- 12kg box for large beans
- 10kg box for small beans
- Plastic produce bag

Identification on box:
- Name and farm address of producer
- ABN number
- Mobile contact number
- Origin of product
- Batch code number

Packing:
- Pack according to size
- Lightly spray with cold water
- Fold produce bag over fruit and secure the lid

Harvesting / storage:
- Harvest in the early morning cool
- Rinse product in cold water to reduce field temperature
- Place in cold room before packing between 4° – 6°

Published 2010

DEFECTS

LONG
- Over maturity
- Bird damage
- Shrivelled/dry tip
- Field temperature
- Wet season post harvest damage

SHORT
- Cold effect/Winter burn
- Distortion

At the start of the season long beans are harvested but after three months the beans are shorter. Both are acceptable in the market place.